
EVOCATIVE WORDS — WHO I INTEND TO BE 
     
In our first class you wrote down words that have meaning for you, and you looked 
up the definitions of those words to see what power and magic they hold inside 
them. I am always awed by the words students look up, and then how incredibly 
relevant those deeper meanings are to their lives.  

When you use those words, when you let the softness of your being wear these 
words, you draw these qualities up from deep inside you. You recognize this 
because those words call out to you. These words, these feelings, are already inside 
you. The stories you recall about the moments of awe, connection, unity, 
gratefulness, these are already part of you. 

When you are driving to a  session, use these words and memories to build this 
aspect of your being. Let yourself look forward to engaging with a horse and a 
client, and remind yourself about the magnificence of these words and the feelings 
they engage inside you. This is your prayer. Each time you bring these words and 
feelings forward, you increase the harmonious energy of your own deep self. In 
these moments, let yourself know what you are meant to do, and who you are 
meant to be. 

Every day, think on these things. In doing this, we encourage the wonder and 
power that lives within us. Each time we reconnect with these evocative words, we 
draw from somewhere deep inside us. We become explorers on the outer edge of 
science, expressing ourselves in reason and knowledge while recognizing the 
wholeness of our being. What wonder comes of this. 



These thoughts help you become more conscious of how we construct the world 
around us. Do we look for fear? Do we call in doubt about our actions? Or do we 
live with a peaceful mind and with a patient heart? The more clear you become on 
this, the more you bring yourself to the place where you can recognize the person 
who is your ideal client.  

When you meet that person, you will know it’s them. This is a very specific person. 
As you spend more time understanding who you are, the clarity of your thoughts 
draws you into situations that are aligned with your values. You will find yourself 
choosing to be around people who think like you. It is up to you to decide what 
these thoughts are. Surround yourself with people you like to be around, people 
you work well with. There is also a practicality to looking for like-minded people. 
There are plenty of owners and horses who are outside that niche, but those people 
are not your focus.  

For example, let’s say your ideal client is a good-natured, four-in-hand carriage 
driver who enjoys amateur competitions. Next month on the same day, there is a 
barrel racing event and also a ploughing competition. Which one is someone like 
that likely to attend? Once there, stay in the space of your evocative words and 
stories of connection and see who you gravitate towards.  

Don’t worry about explaining what you are learning at school. This assignment is 
merely to get you familiar with your own thoughts that bring you joy and 
happiness and then to notice others that embody those feelings, too. 

HOMEWORK 

Spend time in the company of your own thoughts, the ones that make you happy. 
Start to put yourself in situations where you are around other people who also 
express that kind of thinking. 

This homework does not require a response to me, but if you have a particularly 
insightful moment, we would enjoy hearing about it. 


